While taping a second TV show in Chicago last week, we were asked: "If Oswald did not kill
Officer Tippit, who did?” And we went blank. 
For the life of us, the name Larry Crafard would 
not come out. For the rest of that thirty minute 
show, we struggled, unsuccessfully.

Now, we want to print his name. It is the opin-
ion of this editor Larry Crafard was one of the 
two gunmen who shot Officer J. D. Tippit. Crafard 
fitted the description given by most of the wit-
tnesses. Only two witnesses claimed the Tippit 
killer was Oswald.

Crafard was missing for several hours that day. 
He was living at the Carousel Club, and left 
Dallas two days later, about the time Ruby was 
killing Oswald.

Crafard’s testimony is that of a trained agent. 
If the question was important, Crafard could re-
member nothing. If it was a trivial question, 
Crafard remembered every minute detail.

The evidence points towards Crafard’s escape 
after shooting Tippit by going into a church, but 
the police, instead, searched a branch library.

Chicago, we are sorry we could not recall his 
name.

Wherever you are, little punk Crafard, if you 
are still alive, come forward, if you are not guilty.